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INTERNAL REVIEW DECISION 
(Internal Review Decision Notice in response to an Application for Internal Review) 

 

PART 1: Details of Internal Review 

Internal Review Number:  Internal Review 0069-17 

Applicant’s Name: D Russell 

PART 2: Decision History 

Original Decision:  Breach of Rule 190(1) of the Australian Harness Racing Rules 

Original Decision Makers: R Sanders, N Torpey, M Ross, R McCrae 

Date of Original Decision:  7 August 2017 

Internal Review Decision: Original decision on charge and penalty confirmed 

Internal Review Decision-Maker: 
Mr Kane Ashby, Internal Adjudicator, Queensland Racing Integrity 
Commission 

Date of Internal Review Decision: 20 September 2017 

PART 3:  Summary of Internal Review Application 

The Applicant, Mr David Russell, trainer of BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) which presented to race at Albion Park on 19 May 

2017, was charged under Australian Harness Racing Rule 190(1) and was subsequently found guilty of the charge 

at a stewards’ inquiry conducted on 7 August 2017 when a post-race urine sample taken from BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) 

was found to contain a prohibited substance, namely cobalt at a level in excess of the permitted threshold.  

Australian Harness Racing Rule 190(1) states:  

“A horse shall be presented for a race free of prohibited substances”. 

Stewards conducted an inquiry on 7 August 2017 and, after considering the evidence tendered by the Applicant, the 

Applicant was found guilty of the charge.  

In considering penalty, the Stewards considered the Applicant’s husbandry regime, licence history and relevant 

precedents for this breach, together with the need for penalties to be of a protective nature and for the integrity of the 

racing industry to remain paramount.  

Stewards subsequently disqualified the Applicant for a period of nine months effective immediately. 

The Applicant sought a review of charge and penalty on the basis the stewards’ decision failed to have regard to the 

matters raised at the inquiry, was inconsistent with how similarly charged licensees had been proceeded against, 

was not consistent with the low level of the offence, and was in error in considering the penalty ought to be higher 

due to the substance involved.  
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PART 4: Reasons for Internal Review Decision 

The Applicant, Mr David Russell, was the trainer of BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) which presented for racing at Albion Park 

on 19 May 2017. A post-race urine sample collected from BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) returned a cobalt level in excess of 

the permitted threshold under the rules. 

The Racing Science Centre (RSC) and Racing Analytical Services Limited (RASL) issued a Certificate of Analysis 

on 8 June 2017 and 27 June 2017 stating the aforementioned sample was shown to contain cobalt at 161 and 156 

micrograms per litre respectively. Cobalt was detected <1 micrograms per litre in the associated control solution.1 

BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) was placed first in the aforementioned race. 

During the stewards’ inquiry conducted on 7 August 2017, the Applicant could not explain the reason cobalt exceeded 

the threshold in the sample stating “Not really, sir. ---- Not really.” When questioned as to the normal treatment regime, 

the Applicant stated “Generally she gets a premixed feed (horse power No 1) because she ties up badly. We have a 

Salkavite (inaudible) mix and Vitamin C powder mixed together, and then possibly 48 hours before we have again 5 

scoops of Ranvet recovery drench - and one scoop of KA kidney powder and Flush, and 2 scoops of Hygain Pak-

Cel, and maybe, you know, 3 litres of water. That’s it. She has a vitamin powder - small vitamin powder regime of 

that - of the Salkavite (inaudible), Vitamin C. That stops the evening before she races.” The Applicant stated the boost 

oral supplement was used after the race stating “Yes, yes. That’s only after they race. Then again they only get it if 

they perform well. It’s like a little treat. We want them to recover quickly so we can take them somewhere tomorrow 

sort of thing.”  

When questioned as to whether any of those products contain abnormal levels of cobalt, the Applicant stated “Hygain 

Pak Cell has got it. The Boost Paste did contain it at that particular time. Now they are bringing out a box with the 

Boost ----- and who knows what comes in the premixed feed. I’m not saying that he does, but I’m just saying -----.” 

The chairman added “There would probably be a small amount (of cobalt in the pre-mix feed)” to which the Applicant 

stated “yes, that’s correct, because the other products we feed for the rest of the horses which have no trouble in 

tying up contains ----- I didn’t bother researching any of these - it’s immaterial.”2  

The Applicant was questioned about an unlabeled bottle of substance stored in his medication cabinet that contained 

a smiley face.3 The Applicant stated “Yes, that was only just a bottle of Hemoplex anyway. There’s bloody - what’s 

its name - (inaudible). It hadn’t even been - it had - it had looked like it had been used but it had not been used. It 

came with no cap on it and that was it. ---- It came with no label as well.” The Applicant was further questioned as to 

why his son, Mr Dan Russell, a licensed trainer, attempted to remove it and “said it was empty”, to which the Applicant 

stated “Well, I don’t know, but he just grabbed it and was going to put it in the rubbish in because it was something 

that we hadn’t used and it was just a nonmaterial thing for our treatment sort of thing. Like I said, it should have been 

in the - it shouldn’t have even gone to the new property really. It’s just something that was there.” When further 

questioned “why didn’t you explain the truth rather than trying to say - hide it, grab it - appearing to hide it and ----”  

the Applicant stated “Well, it was unnecessary to bloody worry about that product because there was no reason to - 

                                                           
1 Exhibit 5 and 15 
2 Transcript of stewards’ inquiry dated 7 August 2017, page 3 and 4 
3 Exhibit 16vii 
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because we hadn’t used it. There was no reason to bloody - I know what you are thinking, but I’m just saying that it’s 

something that was irrelevant to what they were doing on the day, and -----.”4  

Ms Kwan Wolsey and Mr Adam Carter (Stipendiary stewards) conducted a stable inspection at the Applicant’s 

licensed premises at 21 Lake Clarendon Road, Lake Clarendon on 12 June 2017. Ms Wolsy provided a file note of 

the inspection which, in summary, stated the Applicant explained the feeding and supplement regime for 

BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) consisted of oaten chaff, lucerne, Barry Hoare's oat free pre-mix, corn, pony pellets, 

salkavite, Rutin Mix + vitamin C. BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) would receive the supplements in her night feed the 

day prior to racing, but not on race day. The Applicant noted sometimes he administers a drench 48 ho urs 

prior to racing that contains five scoops of Ranvet's Recovery Drench, one scoop of KA Cleans & Flushes 

and two scoops of Hygain Pak-Cell. The Applicant advised sometimes his horses might be given a Pro-

Dosa Boost oral supplement after racing to aid with recovery. The Applicant initially advised 

BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) was drenched 48hrs prior to the race in question, however a subsequent examination 

of the treatment records failed to reveal any record of the drench. The Applicant subsequently advised if 

the drench was not recorded in the treatment records then BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) would not have been 

administered the said drench. The Applicant’s treatment records show the most recent treatment to 

BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) was a wormer on 7 May 2017 and prior to that 120ml of DMSO drench on 22 April 2017.5  

During the inspection, the Applicant unlocked a wall mounted cabinet in the feed room where there was a 

number of bottles stored with some still in boxes (as per photograph). The Applicant ’s son, Mr Dan Russell, 

picked out a particular box which outwardly appeared to be the box for Troy Folic -B12 and mentioned to 

the Applicant it was empty before removing it and attempting to walk away with the box. Ms Wolsey asked 

Mr Russell (junior) if there was anything in the box to wh ich he claimed the item was his. Ms Wolsey then 

opened the box and found an unlabeled brown glass bott le consistent with a 100ml size containing an 

unknown liquid. The bottle was nearly full and had a white smiley face drawn on the side which Mr Russell 

claimed to have drawn. Mr Russell stated he obtained the bottle unlabeled and had since placed it in the 

Folic-B12 box. He said he purchased the bottle for $10 from 'Terry' at 'Harness Talk' before it closed down 

although he could not remember the specific date. Mr Russell initially stated the bottle contained V.A.M 

and noted he had not used any of the contents, however had removed some from the bottle one day to 

see what it contained. Mr Russell was questioned why he purchased the substance and advised he was 

told it was Hemoplex and bought it for a horse that was tying up. Mr Russell added he didn't think any 

more of it and instead purchased a bottle of Tripart from Garrard’s .6   

The RSC analysis of the unlabeled brown bottle of substance which displayed a smiley face was shown to contain 

cobalt. The indicative concentration of cobalt in the sample was 97 micrograms per millilitre, which Dr Caldwell stated 

“is comparable to that contained in some commercial injectable preparations (such as V.A.M. Injections).”7 The 

reviewer notes it is an offence under AHRR194 which in part states “A person who procures or attempts 

to procure or who has in his possession or on his premises or under his control any substances or 

                                                           
4 Transcript of stewards’ inquiry dated 7 August 2017, page 7 
5 Exhibit 16 XI 
6 Exhibit 16 and 17  
7 Exhibit 20 and 21 
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preparation that has not been registered, labelled, prescribed, dispensed or obtained in compliance with 

the relevant State and Commonwealth legislation is guilty of an offence.”   

The reviewer finds, on the evidence, Mr Russell’s actions in attempting to conceal the unlabeled bottle of 

substance by placing it in a Folic-B12 box and subsequently attempting to remove it and stating it was 

empty, was an act of deceitfulness in the circumstances.   

The Applicant’s submissions in summary state “The relevance of the subject horse being a horse prone to 'tying up' 

and that there appears no available literature as to the effect, if any, on cobalt readings/thresholds/excretion, in horses 

prone to tying up. Particularly in circumstances where Bubbaloobah (NZ) had such an episode two days prior to 

returning the subject sample.” The submissions included the Applicant’s personal circumstances, the impact any term 

of disqualification will have on him and other cobalt precedents, whereby trainers have been dealt with in varying 

ways, namely Mr Darren Hooper, Mr Ken Belford, Ms Rachel Scott and Mr Neale Scott.8 

The reviewer is unaware of any correlation between a horse typing up and elevated cobalt levels. Notwithstanding, 

there is no evidence of any treatment being administered to BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) for tying up aside from Salkavite 

and Vitamin C powder mix. The horse was not drenched 48hrs prior to race as initially advised by the Applicant. 

There are no other known samples collected from BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) that have exceeded the cobalt threshold. 

The Applicant stated “she’s (BUBBALOOBAH NZ) been done (tested) half a dozen times over a period of - a short 

time I’ve had her, and all of a sudden one - I haven’t changed my routine, and how come now that I have got an 

irregularity.”9 

The reviewer acknowledges in previous cobalt related matters, cobalt studies revealed the average cobalt level in a 

race day sample is about 10 micrograms per litre. The average is based on more than 5000 samples tested of 

racehorses on routine diets. The reviewer acknowledges the cobalt threshold prescribed in the rules was reduced 

from 200 to 100 micrograms per litre in urine as of September 2016 (to take effect as of 1 November 2016), which is 

supportive of the aforementioned factors. 

The Applicant failed to provide a plausible reason for the analyst’s findings and the reviewer is not satisfied an episode 

of ‘tying up’ was the sole reason for the analyst’s findings. The reviewer therefore accepts the Applicant presented 

BUBBALOOBAH (NZ) to race with a prohibited substance in its system and confirms the decision on charge.  

The Applicant’s disciplinary history notes one previous drug related offence, albeit dating back to 1987 in which a 

term of disqualification was imposed. Precedents for a presentation cobalt offence within the Queensland racing 

industry have incurred a minimum penalty of twelve months’ disqualification.   

In weighing up the matter of penalty, the reviewer acknowledges each case is treated on its merits. Cobalt is deemed 

a performance enhancing substance that provides participants with an unleveled playing field and has a detrimental 

effect and impact on the racing industry. A penalty not only needs to be fair and evidence based, it must also serve 

as a deterrent to any likeminded persons. In considering all factors relevant to penalty, including the Applicant’s 

submissions, the reviewer is not satisfied varying the term of disqualification as submitted by the Applicant is an 

appropriate penalty in the circumstances. 

                                                           
8 Exhibit 22 
9 Transcript of stewards’ inquiry dated 7 August 2017, page 9 
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The reviewer finds, having considered the totality of penalties for cobalt related offences, the penalty imposed is at 

the lower end of the penalty scale and consistent with the Queensland Civil Administration Tribunal decision of Mr 

Neale Scott to vary the original 18-month disqualification to nine months’ disqualification by consent. Mr Scott’s 

disciplinary history of 45 years was unblemished under Rule 190(1). Therefore, in considering all the factors relevant 

to penalty, the reviewer is not satisfied a reduction or varying the term of disqualification in the circumstances is 

proven and therefore confirms the original decision on charge and penalty. 

PART 5: Review Rights following Internal Review Decision 

In accordance with section 246 of the Racing Integrity Act 2016, as the applicant for an internal review of the original 

decision, you are able to apply to the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (QCAT) for an external review of 

the internal review decision. 

An external review is commenced by lodging the appropriate forms with QCAT. In accordance with section 33 of the 

Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2009, an application for an external review of an internal review 

decision is to be made within 28 days from the day this internal review decision notice is provided to the applicant. 

For further information regarding the processes for an external review of the decision, please contact QCAT: 

Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal 

Registry Location:    
Postal Address:       
Phone:                     
Email:                       

Level 9, 259 Queen Street, BRISBANE QLD 4001 
GPO Box 1639, BRISBANE QLD 4001 
1300 753 228 
enquiries@qcat.qld.gov.au 
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